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What better way to start than a restaurant that has the name of celebrating the Indonesian flag? Serving a wide range of classic Indonesian dishes, this esteemed restaurant in the heart of Petiengeta also offers some wonderfully cooked Balinese dishes such as babi-guling and Balinese roast pork. The name itself means theatre which perfectly describes the
dashing, original presentation of food in the restaurant. Everything about the Gastroteque Theatre is about bringing art to the plate, and surprises the customer with a menu that regularly changes the chef patron Mandif Warokka. With a combination of French cooking methods and Balinese recipes and ingredients, Mozaic is a culinary hot spot for good
reason. Led by chef Chris Salance, who brings style and flair to every dish, this restaurant also boasts breathtaking views of the surrounding hills.    The sustainable and eco-friendly concept of Locavore restaurant is quite unique in the country and, as a result, chefs Eelke Plasmeijer and Ray Adriansyah are highly regarded in the area. Combinations of
flavors, which are not usually seen in one dish, are one of the many reasons to try exquisite food in one of the best restaurants in the country. Although the restaurant is so spacious with 350 seats, it can be difficult to get a table. This is indicative of the amazing menu on display. Prepared by chef Nicolas Doudou Tourneville, the menu is a collection of
delicate flavors and exquisite flavors, all of which are made of perfect calm atmosphere. When we think of dining in a restaurant that has been recommended by a reputable institution like Michelin, it is often the first thing we think about cost. With Tim Ho Wan, who is not going to be a problem because of this culinary hot spot known as one of the most
affordable Michelin Star restaurants for just Rp26,000, you can try the contents of the bakpao menu. Daniel Kleinhendler is an executive pastry chef at the Boulud and Boulud Sud bar in New York. Raised by his mother-artist and scholar father in the ethnically diverse Ditmas Park neighborhood of Brooklyn, Kleinhendler pursued his passion for baking from a
young age in legendary establishments such as Jacques Torres and two of Daniel's high school stars. Since then, his experience has included international work at the three-star Waterside Inn on the banks of the Thames in Bray, and exciting trips around the world. My favorite place, he says, is Indonesia. Kleinhandler's wife, Karniyat, was born in Jakarta;
trips for him include exploring and exploring the home world of her childhood. The best food comes from small shops and carts, he says. One that stood out was a small padang restaurant called Garuda, a 20-minute car drive south of downtown. Food Bathed in chili, so most of them were painted red, but warmly played second fiddle with floral aromas of
ginger and lemongrass. They brought the dishes without being ordered and you accepted or rejected each as they were presented. A selection of dishes at Padang Garuda. (Photo by Daniel Kleinhandler.) Other food experiences in Jakarta that thrust your mind are different different fruits. I thought I knew what the mango was, says Kleinhandler, but after
eating three different varieties there, I realized I had no idea. If you visit, the chef insists that you try the new fruit, which he discovered while there as salak (brown-skinned palm fruits native to Java and Sumatra), sour (green fruit of evergreen tree) and mountain apples (striking fruit covered with bright pink fur). This is a place that opened my eyes to the
tastes and textures I didn't even know existed. While in Jakarta, Kleinhendler also recommends you visit a safari or zoo, which he describes as a not-to-be-missed experience. Ragunan zoo is one such, 140 hectare property located in Pasar Minggu in south Jakarta that hosts an impressive aviary among many endangered species from all over Indonesia
(and employs more than 450 staff to maintain it). The zoos in Jakarta are unlike any zoo in the U.S., from animals that roam freely to feeding a tiger, the pastry chef said. It was a life-changing experience. Another safari option is Taman Safari Sisarua, a three-hour drive from Jakarta to Sisarua. Most animals walk around and you can interact with them, so it's
a lot of fun, he says. After that, you can cool off at the Taman Visata Matahari Water Park. If you need an appetizer while out and about, Kleinhandler recommends you reach a marchback manis, a sweet, gooey pancake filled with a bunch of different toppings from cheese to chocolate depending on the store. His favorite comes from the Martabak Bangka
Bangka Ngiang store in North Jakarta, where they sell one called mal kelapa gading, which is filled with Nutella, peanuts, condensed milk and melted butter. It's amazing.' For other sites while in Jakarta, Kleinhandler recommends you visit Sarinah Thamrin Plaza, a 15-year-old department store in Central Jakarta called Indonesian emporium. It's not a mall in
the way we're used to it, he says. Instead, its 75 different stalls are owned by small traders and artisans, not by large corporations and brand names. The square stands in Jakarta's first skyscraper, so the visit counts on your understanding of the city's modern history as well. The Istiklal Mosque is also worth a visit, given that it is the largest mosque in
southeast Asia, with a capacity of 200,000 people, equipped with beautiful marble floors and decorations. For a break from Thousands of islands (chain off the northern coast of Jakarta) offer many weeks worth of relaxation. Jakarta feels so different from the world that I know, says Kleinhandler, but the energy and warm people make this Brooklyn boy feel at
home. Author Margarita Imbert Margarita Imbert writes about restaurants and global food trends for the MICHELIN Guide website and elsewhere. New Yorker and foodie loves to write and test recipes and encourages everyone to cook without them. There are many ways to associate food with love and passion. For me, this is how I express my love for mine
and this is how my journey into the culinary world began. Photo courtesy of Wina Bissett/NOW! JAKARTA As a typical middle-class Indonesian - someone who had very little knowledge of the kitchen and never did that much cooking - I learned to cook for my husband because I wanted to be a good wife. It brought me deep satisfaction when I saw my skinny
hubby, and other people around me, happily enjoying the food I had prepared for them. Immediately, cooking became my passion. Although long before I had the idea to become a cook, my interest in cooking has already begun. When I was 11 years old and still living in Solo, my grandmother taught me to hold a knife (despite my father's instruction not to go
to the kitchen). After that, when the assistants were not around, I calmly wade into the kitchen and make a delicious nasi goreng - only to sing what my older brother would eat. When I returned to Jakarta, away from my grandmother, I didn't do any more cooking, but my interest in food grew and grew. The thing is, I like to eat! Our love of food is strongly
influenced by our initial experience. If you ask me which is the best culinary city in Indonesia, for me, the answer will surely be Solo. Whenever I get back there, the food reminds me of the love I have for my family, from tahu bath (fried tofu with rice cake, served with sweet spicy sauce) to seraby notosuman, which is still my children's favorite (rice flour
pancakes cooked with coconut milk and sugar cooked on traditional charcoal fires). Another thing that made me fall in love with Solones Food as a nonprofit - and unique - is some of the vendors. Each food stall serving different types of dishes has its own opening time. The famous Goodegue Mergoydan (traditional young jackfruit and chicken cooked in
sweet coconut sauce) opens its kiosk at 2am - and despite this a bit... Unusual... working time, it's not too long before the stall runs out. And yet, owners don't want to increase the amount of food they sell. Photo courtesy of Wina Bissett/NOW! JAKARTA Possibly the owners are now very canny: supply is low, they support high demand. But I think equally, it's
just as much to do with a very very very Solona's passion for preserving traditions. It is this integrity that means that the quality of food is still unchanged, and maintains exactly the same taste for decades. Family recipes and family business are passed down from generation to generation, despite inflation and deficits, booms and busts. That's what I mean
when people cook with love and their heart (and that's such a contrast to so many restaurants in the big Durian that seem to start big and then, a year later, start cutting corners and letting the standards slip).  I think it's fair to say that in the older, simpler times, people ate to live. The trend is changing now - more and more people (like my husband - and I
think it's quite possible my 4-year-old boy) are living to eat.  You can see this in the way the culinary industry is growing massively in Surabaya, Bandung, Medan, and especially in Jakarta and Bali. The food industry is ready now to try new things, new tastes. The joy and pleasure of eating is no longer only physical, but psychological. So it's no surprise that in
Jakarta, we now have restaurants that offer diners culinary dinners to suit all five senses, such as Namaaz dining. It calls itself a fun dining room, a molecular gastronomy restaurant, has limited space and limited service times, with customers needing food on the reservation. And even more shocking, pay in advance!  A unique selling point is not only the dish
and presentation, but also the way you eat it - jam that tastes like gudeg, or rice with beef and sweet soy sauce, which looks like caviar in a bowl. Some of my friends who were celebrating their wedding anniversary there told me the waiter even gave them a diamond ring - unfortunately one of sugar, not the real thing.  Photo courtesy of Wina Bissett/NOW!
JAKARTA Despite all these rules and regulations, Namaaz has been operating since 2013 - there is real demand in Jakarta from those who not only want food but also an all-in-touch experience.  Meanwhile, in Blingy Hong Kong, things were taken up a notch. At his 3-star Michelin restaurant, Bo Innovation, chef Alvin Leung invented a dish called Sex on the
Beach.  Apparently, it's an edible condom on a mushroom beach. Although this may not be the first thing you want to order for dinner with your boss, or even the first (or whatever) date, there seems to be a market there for the dish. After all, people are always trying to find new ways to link passion and food. Of course, once you start talking about food and
passion, people think of aphrodisiacs - such as oysters and candy (though obviously not together). Chocolate not only tastes good, but also boosts our serotonin levels, feel good hormone. While oysters are said to be amino acids, that increases testosterone and zinc levels. Former desire, the latter is lost as a result of ejaculation. Casanova reportedly ate 50
oysters a day for breakfast. What, if nothing else, suggests that he had too much time on his hands. Based on my very intensive and scientific research, as well as frequent consultations with Dr. Google, healthy aphrodisiac options may include watermelon, asparagus or pomegranate. Or of course you can always go for the preferred option in China - tiger
penis.  If you find it difficult to get hold of a fake tiger in the local pasar, you can always try Soto Betawi's goat penis.  My husband - who may just be a little too cynical - says that the most reliable aphrodisiac is booze. But for me, our love of food can never be separated from the back story of our lives. I grew up to love food like my family and I drove around
Solo at 2 pm 00m. For me, my love of food came from chowing down on sweet chicken, into shimmering light, sharing stories - safely and comfortably - with my family, surrounded by muted, future queues of fellow chicken lovers. And maybe when I cook for my friends and family, what I do recreates the same feeling of love and family.   It's true, I'm
passionate about food - not just Solo's food, but also Barcelona, Rome, Istanbul and even Edinburgh! But more than that, I'm passionate about showing my love to family and friends through food. Love what you eat, eat what you love! Live your life with passion, and be passionate about your life... and Happy Valentine's Day! Day!
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